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Weekly Lessons/Overview and Goals: Students will understand and predict the phases of the moon 

TEKS: 4.8C 
 
4.8 Earth and space. The student knows that there are recognizable patterns in the natural world and among the Sun, Earth, and 
Moon system. The student is expected to: 
 
4.8C collect and analyze data to identify sequences and predict patterns of change in shadows, seasons, and the observable 
appearance of the Moon over time (S) 

 

Unit 8 Vocabulary: 
4.8C 
data  
pattern  
full moon  
sequence  
Seasons 
first quarter moon  
predict  
Moon 
third quarter moon 
shadows  
Moon phases  
new moon 
prediction  
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Monday: Moon Phases 
Essential Question: How can we predict the phases of the moon? 
Explain & Elaborate 
 
Predicting the Lunar Cycle: Part 1 - RRISD LESSON 
Predicting the Lunar Cycle: Part 2 - RRISD LESSON 

Tuesday: Moon Phases Moon Phases 
Essential Question: How can we predict the phases of the moon? 
Engage 
Read: A picture book on the moon. (we can get many from the library) 
 
Explore  
 
Moon Phases using Oreos 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AvscFTur29lyaEoA2Qv6b2gSPUIt-VSudfCKX2dMQWM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1joNPbkbTETTomrVNJlGj1aR7QnW3VMu3AV8qWYxkH6I/edit
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Materials: 

● Oreos  
● White paper plates 
● Black markers, one per table group 
● Plastic knives 

 
Procedure: 
Walk through each phase of the moon. See if students can predict the next phase as you move through each one. 
 
 
 
Explain  
Before students eat their oreos, have them discuss what we notice at each phase 
 
 

Wednesday: (Cont. from Yesterday) 
Essential Question: How can we predict the phases of the moon? 
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Elaborate & Evaluate 
Students will complete the Patterns on Earth Journal Google Slide Activity (Assign through Google Classroom) 
 

Thursday: Review 
Essential Question: How can we predict the direction of shadows? What causes seasons? How can we predict the 
phases of the moon? 
Evaluate 
**REVIEW FOR UNIT EXAM 
 

Friday:  Unit DCA - Melinda sent to Print Services 

 

Differentiation: A variety of activities (application, concrete, and kinesthetic) will be incorporated into both days to 
engage all learners. Kagan structures will be introduced the first week of school.  

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YNT5wPnAWhkcnqJrlTGbPimOocWD8dHLhhDYEMCvigI/edit?usp=sharing

